
Light. Energy. Solutions.

INDUSTRIAL LIGHTING

BETA SERIES HIGH BAY For simple, clean and effective lighting, the BETA Series represents excellent value for 
money. With a 5 year warranty for peace mind, BETA is the first choice for any High 
Bay replacement program. IPART approved also means that they qualify for Govt 
energy rebates. Using only high quality componentry, BETA is hard to beat!

Part No Wattage Lumens

B5B100-50VSDJ 100W 12000lm

B5B150-50VSDJ 150W 18000lm

B5B200-50VSDJ 200W 24000lm

OMICRON 5 SERIES 
FLOOD LIGHT 

The OMICRON5 are the latest generation of flood lights, designed for industrial use, 
yet sleek enough to use around the home or for corporate entry areas. They are IP68 
which is severe duty waterproofness, internal surge arrestor and vibration tested to 
IK08! This simply means they are rugged and can withstand everything that nature is 
going to throw at it!

Part No Wattage Lumens

O5F60-50NSD-C3xx 60W 8100lm

O5F100-50NSD-Jxx 100W 13500lm

O5F150-50NSD-Jxx 150W 20250lm

O5F200-50NSD-Jxx 200W 27000lm

O5F240-50NSD-Jxx 240W 32400lm

DELTA 2 SERIES HIGH 
BAY

If quality is in mind, then the DELTA Series is the one! With the highest warranty in 
the market of standard 7 years, DELTA will perform for many years to come. The 
specific design features, allows it to operate at lower temperatures which is one of 
the secrets to its longevity. The DELTA Series also have a wide variety of lens that 
can be changed to ensure the light is directed to exactly where you require it. In 
addition to its robustness and reliability, it is IPART approved making it qualified for 
government funded lighting schemes.

Part No Wattage Lumens

D2B100-50VSDJ 100W 13000lm

D2B150-50VSDJ 150W 19500lm

D2B200-50VSDJ 200W 26000lm

D2B300-50VSDJ 300W 39000lm

DELTA SMART SERIES 
HIGH BAY

Just when it seemed the DELTA 2 series was top of the pile, it just got smarter! 
The DELTA Smart series is just that. Building on the foundation of reliability and 
ruggedness, without compromising any integrity, a full range of sensors can be 
literally plugged in to provide, Motion Sensing, Daylight Harvesting, Standby 
Dimming – all of which can be programmed remotely. If your process changes, or the 
light level required changes, no access equipment is required, just program it from the 
ground! 

Part No Wattage Lumens

DSB100-50VSD-JMx 100W 14000lm

DSB145-50VSD-Jxx 145W 21000lm

DSB185-50VSD-Jxx 185W 25200lm
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